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Lucas White, born on Long Island in 1998. Lucas is a Brooklyn-based Artist, Educator, and
Programmer. In 2020, he received his Bachelor’s degree in Integrated Digital Media from New
York University. He is now working to earn his Master’s degree in the same program.
Since March 2018, Lucas has worked as a Tech Teaching Artist at Tech Kids Unlimited, an
organization that teaches technology digital design, and digital production skills to youth,
teens, and young adults on the autism spectrum. Recently, he has led a workplace readiness
program through Tech Kids Unlimited called the TKU Digital Agency, which functions as a
client-facing digital agency with real clients to encourage leadership and other skills expected
at a tech workplace. He also works for NYU’s Tandon Online program as a TA on the learning
management system EdX.
In his studies, influenced by his work at Tech Kids Unlimited and Tandon Online, Lucas has
become increasingly interested in the digital environment surrounding the informal education of
computer science skills. In September 2020, he began researching this topic in order to develop
a more equitable and empathetic platform for project-focused informal learners of computer
science.
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ABSTRACT
Open Arts Academy (abbreviated throughout paper as ‘OAA’) is a platform and community
dedicated to effective, empathetic, and equitable computer science education for individuals
who, for any reason, will not attend or have not attended a formal computer science program.
Rather, users of OAA are individuals who intend to use computer science as a means-to-an-end
for the development of projects. Some examples of usage could be with projects for personal
websites, artistic projects and portfolios, and/or small business websites.
Open Arts Academy, in order to encourage the efficiency of developing tutorials, places a high
emphasis on editing and remixing preexistent tutorials, as well as the re-usability of code
already written by the community in new tutorials through the usage of v ‘modules’.
Keywords: empathy, equity, computer science education, tutorials, programming, informal
learners, remixing, project focused.
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INTRODUCTION
As an educator teaching tech and design to teens on the autism spectrum, I’ve become
increasingly attentive to my student’s retention of previously taught skills. I have consistently
seen that computer science skills are one of the hardest to see significant retention with. I also
am an teacher’s assistant for online courses through the learning management system EdX.
Through this, I’ve also seen first-hand both the major successes and failures of online education.
These experiences inspired a larger examination into the ways that informal learners self-teach
themselves computer science skills, and the tools and platforms they have available to them.
Throughout the research and development of this thesis, I’ve constantly held onto the following
statement to continually focus my work:

I am proposing a platform that gives learners the opportunity
to learn the skills and techniques for development in Node.
js. The aim of the platform is to be equitable and empathetic
to the problems that arise for informal learners of computer
science. This paper and the platform built in support of this
paper will examine new modalities of interactive education.

LITERATURE REVIEW
With this goal in mind, my process started with academic reading about learning processes and
open source projects, which would go on to greatly inform choices made in the development of
the OAA site. I decided to highlight the following three, as they were the most influential.
Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo Freire is a criticism of the ‘banking method’ of education,
where learners are mere receptacles to receive the knowledge of the expert. Instead, Freire
proposes a collaborative classroom that utilizes prior knowledge of the learner and treats all
individuals, including the educator, as learners. While this aspect of the book is in regards to
the classroom context, it’s sentiments need not be so specific in the digital era. This source has
been used to inform what the community and workflow of the proposed solution to the issues in
this thesis would look like. It must include paths for learners to think critically, utilize their prior
knowledge, and effectively engage with the community as a means of building up the knowledge
of the entire community. This critical thinking is fundamental to accomplishing the goal of OAA.
By creating scenarios to effectively encourage independent problem solving, one is teaching
the essence of programming: not the specific ‘magic words’ to make the code work, but the
strategies for attacking difficult problems, and the perseverance of finding the answer.
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Freire’s book, while incredibly informative and pertinent, requires one to independently
apply the arguments made in the book to ones own field and time. This is where a mentor
pointed me towards a very well-written and visually illustrated article by Bret Victor called
“Learnable Programming”. The article highlights the downfalls of interactive coding tutorials
(like Codecademy) and offers suggestions about how they could be improved. For example, the
first issue he handles is the introduction of vocabulary. Often in these kinds of tutorials, when
a certain function (Victor takes ‘fill’ as an example) is introduced, the learner is encouraged to
“change the numbers” to see what the function does. In the screenshots below, Victor illustrates
his point. What it comes down to for Victor is this:
• Programming is a way of thinking, not a rote skill. Learning about “for” loops is not learning to
program, any more than learning about pencils is learning to draw.
• People understand what they can see. If a programmer cannot see what a program is doing,
she can’t understand it.

A screenshot from Bret Victor’s “Learnable Programming”
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Where Freire gives us theories about the broad-strokes of academia and how it needs to be
changed, Victor gives us the practical implementation of what designing truly empathetic
tutorials would look like. Informed about both the pedagogical theories and practice, it was then
time to consider the practical side of developing an Open Source platform. There were many
questions to be faced with starting an Open Source project, and there was a strong need for
more research into the different ways that projects have been successful.
The Cathedral and the Bazaar by Eric S. Raymond, delineates different structures for successful
Open Source projects. It puts Open Source projects into two major groups: the Cathedral
and the Bazaar. The Cathedral is a hierarchy structure, with a leader or group of leaders who
determine the direction of a certain project and authorize all changes. Android is a notable
cathedral structure. While the code is published ‘Open Source’, they do so in releases, so the
‘unfinished’ code is unseen to the public. Cathedral structures are very common for small open
source projects, such as libraries, as the engagement is low enough that the majority of the
work is taken upon by a small and dedicated group (or even individual). Something like Linux,
on the other hand, with hundreds of different distributions, is considered a bazaar structure.
Where different developers are constantly taking and changing code, creating new forks that
go on to be major projects themselves. Open Arts Academy’s structure, at least for the time
being (since this is a brand new initiative) will be that of a cathedral structure, with myself as the
leader of the project, while others can contribute changes that will eventually be approved by
myself, to ensure a quality standard is met. All this said, it’s important to note that none of these
structures or any of the referenced projects in the book are ever successful without a strong and
passionate community.
The biggest challenge that Open Arts Academy will face will be in building its community, and
ensuring that its community always hold the pillars of empathy and equity in any content that is
produced, or any discourse that happens within the community.
These three literary works serve as three vertices of a metaphoric triangle that encapsulates this
thesis. These themes of theoretical pedagogical structures, practical creative computer science
implementation, and open-source development and community building serve as fundamental
pillars that deeply impact the direction of my thesis.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
In addition to literary research, I also conducted competitive research into the preexisting
platforms and tools available to informal learners of computer science. I broke these into three
categories: ‘Follow-along Guided Projects’, ‘Documentation’, and ‘Q&A Forums’.

Follow-Along Guided Projects
Follow-along tutorials can be seen as videos (on YouTube for example), text-based articles, or on
websites such as Codecademy, which give the user a code editor and hold their hand through
the beginning processes.
These help learners, particularly those just starting out, by having them follow an expert through
the making of a project. They are great for showing the process of going through a project stepby-step. They often, however, do not effectively set up learners up for success in continuing their
education and going off on their own, solving their own problems.
One of the least effective features of these tutorials is their lack of critical thinking and problem
solving being performed by the learner. Far more important to computer programming than
syntax and function names is the way in which a certain problem is approached. This is a skill
completely ignored by these kinds of tutorials, unless a learner takes it upon themselves to go
further than the tutorial, issuing themselves a challenge.
One of the more effective features of these is showing the process of building a complete
program from the ground up. While it’s important to understand basics first (hence why
something like a computer science course would shy away from a big program early on), some
learners, including myself, also like to be able to step back and see how what one is learning fits
into the larger world of computer science. This does, however, have a caveat in that the other
side of that coin is that seeing the big picture can be daunting to some.
I also wanted to highlight a specific feature of one tutorial set that does attempt to break this
mold of having users blindly follow. Roblox’s optional collapsible ‘challenge’ sections, as can be
seen on the follow page.
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A screenshot from “Using If/Else Statements” on Roblox’s Education page

In the screenshot, you can see the usage of an optional challenge collapsible segment (“Using If/
Then Statements“). This is a good opportunity to encourage more active participation from the
learner. The tutorial writers also use this for troubleshooting tips and hidden sections to reveal
answers to questions posed in the tutorial. These are an attempt to break the flow of a learner
and encourage them to think critically. This feature turned out to be very influential to the
development of OAA and ended up being a feature on the site.

Documentation
Documentation is an everyday tool for programmers. They (ideally) describe the usage of every
single aspect of a particular language or framework. Done correctly, they’re a great resource.
Done poorly, they can be incredibly intimidating to newcomers. They also require the prior
knowledge of the user knowing how to use documentation and can vary greatly from language
to language.
An example of some documentation that could be seen as intimidating to new users is the
following example from Rita.js. While Rita is a great open source library made by a small
team (small enough that excellent documentation would be difficult to manage along with
development), it is a helpful example to show the lacking standards of effective documentation.
An example of effective and welcoming documentation is P5.js, a very large library with a large,
contributive community. Their documentation often features tiny built-in examples to illustrate
their usage to new users.
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A screenshot from https://p5js.org/
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Q&A Forums
Finally, the last of these types of resources and, in my opinion, the most problematic of these
was Q&A forums like StackOverflow. StackOverflow, as well intentioned and altruistic as it has
set out to be, has a huge issue with its reputation (Cheriyan, et al.). There’s a never-ending battle
on StackOverflow between high-reputation users and their over-moderation and newcomers
who ‘don’t know how to ask good questions’. This manifests as a large amount of RTFM or “Read
The Fucking Manual” rhetoric (i.e. ‘Pick up a good C++ book like the rest of us’), despite the fact
that about 75% of StackOverflow users have at least a bachelor’s degree, 90% of those degrees
in STEM fields (“Stack Overflow Developer Survey“). This means that the majority of them went to
a formal education to learn how to “read the fucking manual.” This rhetoric is learned from their
predecessors as a form of cyclical hazing and is often off-putting and unwelcoming to computer
science newcomers, particularly those without the advantage of a university education in
computer science. At the bottom of the page are some examples of meta-discussion about this
topic regarding stack overflow. The question was “What about the community is ‘toxic’ to new
Users?“
Despite the harsh criticism above, one cannot dismiss that, when used properly, StackOverflow
can be an amazing resource for those situations in which one is banging their head against a
wall, struggling to find the reason for this particular bug. Response times tend to be very quick,
and mostly helpful if you know how to ask a “good question”.

A selection of screenshots from “What about the community is ‘toxic’ to new Users?“, a meta-question on stack
exchange
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PROPOSED SOLUTION
Open Arts Academy is a collaborative community focused on the development of independent
tutorials and projects utilizing Node.js and Javascript libraries. The community holds empathy
and equity as core values that shall be reflected in all aspects of the content and communication
within the platform and community.
The intended audience of Open Arts Academy is learners who are working on a project and
using a particular language for self-actualization purposes, as opposed to for the purpose of
getting a job as a developer. These means-to-an-end users could be called artists, hobbyists,
tinkerers, etc. I would personally include myself in these groups and thus consider part of the
target audience.

WHY NODE.JS?
For the proposed solution I elected to utilize Node.JS. I’ll now go through my reasoning. First,
I considered the base language I wanted to use. For web technologies, JavaScript is a bit of a
lingua franca, or common language, one that many developers have at least some experience
with. It’s also been the most popular language on GitHub since 2014. As Javascript is also my
strongest language, it would certainly be something good to stick with. As mentioned above with
things like p5.js, there are actually already some really great resources available for Javascript
and its libraries. Because of this, I wanted to expand into a space that many hobbyists, even
ones with JavaScript experience, have yet to touch. Node.js is a powerful language that, if
wielded correctly, can dramatically increase one’s capabilities. This is why I was drawn to use
Node.js for this thesis.

METHODOLOGY
This thesis and the Open Arts Academy platform developed through it utilize the methodology of
an agile startup developing a minimum viable product, while holding core values in open source
software and open and empathetic education. Because of the community elements described in
the ‘Community Development’ subsection of the Ideation & Creation section of this thesis, they
also have strong elements of participatory design and development, as users will be contributing
to the content, features, and architecture of the platform. I, as the community leader, will serve
as a guide and facilitator of this participatory development.
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IDEATION & CREATION
Site Structure
The Open Arts Academy platform will have two different user bases: learners and educators.
The prototype developed through this thesis will be more focused on the learners side of the
platform. The prototype will feature tutorials that demonstrate varying degrees of expertise. As
a learner following from one tutorial to the next, the information and environment set up will be
optionally collapsed as a default, since this information was present in previous tutorials.
Here’s a user flow showing the different flows for learners and educators. The site plays host
to two intermingling user groups: learners and educators. While the site in its entirety will have
robust features for both purposes, for scoping purposes, my thesis will be focused on the
interactions for the learner group.

This prototype features tutorials that demonstrate scaffolding (or, breaking up learning into
chunks), scalability of reusable code (for setting up a development environment, for example),
and encouragement of users to independently continue their learning.
On the next page is a graphic treatment I made to lend perspective to the aesthetics of Open
Arts Academy and serve to make the process of development of the site and wire framing of outof-scope features significantly easier. I chose Open Sans as a somewhat friendly sans serif and
included a Serif font for subheadings to lend even more into the human aspects. It also features
an example of what a code block would look like on the site.
9
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Community
Bringing together the community of Open Arts Academy is an important task for the success
of the platform. This will be done through multiple platforms with specific use cases for each.
There will be a dedicated page on the site, linked as ‘Community’ in the navigation bar. The page
will link off to:
• Github: The Open Arts Academy Github repository will be the place to go for bug reporting,
feature requests, and content requests/submission. It will also contain meta-documentation
about standards and practices for contributing to the development of Open Arts Academy.
• Discord: The Discord is focused more on conversation about the usage, features, aesthetics,
direction, etc. It will also have a focus on community building through more casual chat
channels.
The purpose of this is to foster the empathetic and equitable community described throughout
this document. It will also allow for the users of the platform, both learners and educators, to
take part in the project and allow for their concerns to be heard.

Tutorials
After much discussion with my advisor, I decided the best course of action to demonstrate the
qualities of the platform would be to make a tutorial. This tutorial is designed to show scalability
in the platform and re-usability of parts. The tutorial serves as an example to demonstrate how
all other tutorials on the platform will be organized.
To start off, each tutorial will have ‘Module 0’, which is the beginning section of each tutorial
where the necessary environment for a particular tutorial will be initialized. This includes
downloading the proper software/text editors, making sure Node.js and npm are downloaded
and up to date, and downloading the npm packages that will be used.
On the next page is an example of a wireframe of Module 0, as well as a screenshot of how it
was actually implemented onto the live site:
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The tutorial is designed to be a beginner-to-intermediate use case of Node.js. It also utilizes
Express.js (an NPM framework for routing) and Pug.js (a templating engine). The tutorial will
utilize calls to a weather API and will display the weather. It is organized into six modules:
• Module 0: Getting your environment set up
• Module 1: Making the API call
• Module 2: Parsing through the API data
• Module 3: Displaying the Data on a website
• Module 4: Adding Interactivity
• Module 5: Next steps
The tutorial includes breakpoints where learners are encouraged to either solve a particular
problem with the current code or go off on their own and change or add features to the app.
The full, finished version of this document can be found in the appendices section of this report.
On the next page is a sample of my process of writing down the steps for the tutorial:
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Here are some screenshots of the working app:

A ‘Next Steps’ Module, at the end of each tutorial will be divided into two parts. Learners will be
suggested different improvements/enhancements that could be implemented into the project
along with examples from the community.
The other section in the ‘Next Steps’ will feature tips on how to engage with the community and
contribute to open source projects as a whole. This will include demonstrations showing how
to submit bug reports and feature requests in GitHub, how to contribute to the OAA site or its
tutorials, and steps on how to join the Discord Channel.

Writing Process
After completing the simple weather application, I began figuring out how it would be
tutorialized. I think this process is also important to writing tutorials and could also be presented
as a feature of the website, like a standards and practices section for tutorial writers. The full
written tutorial document can be found in the appendices section as appendix A.
The first step in this process was ‘trimming the fat’. When making a project you’ve not made
before, your project is inevitably going to be bloated. From console logs for debugging to entire
blocks of commented-out and unused code, there will be a lot to take out. Go through your code
and take out everything that isn’t essential to the final version of your project. A caveat here
is, for your purposes, to keep and comment out code used for scaffolding. That is to say that if
there’s a function that’ll be used to show something is working half way through development
but is not essential, make sure you keep that around. The real point here is to take anything out
that was written as a tangent.
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Next, start to outline the big, overarching steps, which we’ll refer to as ‘modules’. In my example,
these would be:
• Module 0 - Getting your environment set up
• Module 1 - Making the API call
• Module 2 - Parsing through the API data
• Module 3 - Displaying the data on a website
• Module 4 - Adding Interactivity
• Module 5 - Next Steps
An important aspect of creating an effective curriculum for a tutorial is having something to
show at the end of each module. As a tutorial writer, you want to give your learners something
to be proud of at certain points along the way. Otherwise, it’s easy for a learner to get frustrated
and unmotivated if they’ve been following along and don’t feel any closer to reaching their goal.
It’s also important to note that each module should represent a page of a tutorial, so be mindful
to not make one particular module too long for reasons mentioned above.
Once you have your modules and success points outlined, it’ll be helpful to figure out your
breakpoints. Open Arts Academy places a high importance on allowing its learners to break
off from the tutorial and try something new or solve a problem before continuing on with the
tutorial. This encourages critical thinking and more direct engagement with the material. For
the end of each module, after your learners have completed a scaffolded success, think about
how you could encourage them to stray from the tutorial or give the application more robust
features.
After that, it’s time to get more granular and break the tutorial down into individual steps with
small blocks of code or images. Each line of code must be explained. I’ve found it helpful to
outline all the steps first in a bulleted list. Once you have all those granular steps bulleted out,
you can start to expand them and explain them in sufficient detail. It’s important in doing this
to maintain a balance between too little information, where a learner may not understand a
particular step, and way too much information, where a learner may be overwhelmed and/or
bored.
As mentioned above, there should never be any lines of code in a codeblock step that are
assumed to be self-explanatory. It’s okay for things to be briefly explained, but if there’s an
advanced topic that you feel would take up far too much time and space, feel free to link out to
an article explaining that particular topic in more detail.
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WEB IMPLEMENTATION
After writing out all the steps in detail, it was time for me to move everything over to web pages.
For reference, the web page is hosted at http://lucwhite.com/oaa.
The intention behind this project was always about the learning experience and pedagogical
flow of tutorials, where the beautification of the site would be of less priority than functionality.
For this reason, I decided to do the entire website in vanilla HTML, CSS and Javascript. The only
library I utilized was highlight.js, which allowed me to have properly highlighted codeblocks to
differentiate between properties, functions, etc.
At the top of all pages is a navigation bar, which will take you to the home page, the (for now,
fictional) blog, and the community and about pages (both at the bottom of the home page).
All the module pages are structured (in pseudo-code) as such:
div
		
h1 Header- (Module Number)
		
h3 Header- (Module Description)
		
p Paragraph- (Explanation of step)
			code- (Codeblock)
			OR
			img- (Image)
		...
		details- (Breakpoint)
			p Paragraph- (Solution)
/div
Having filled in all the content and added some basic navigation, it was then time to add
some greater functionality. The feature I was most excited about, and one that proved to be a
surprising challenge was adding localStorage check-boxes into the site, so a learners progress
could be saved even if they navigate away from the page.
Finally, I then made the Home Page and added some fictional tutorials to show the possible
scalability of the website, and what it would look like if it were being constantly contributed to.
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TESTING
Now that I have a site structure figured out and a prototype implementing the tutorial made for
the project, it is time to test out my project. As of right now, the website has been sent to close
friends and the Integrated Digital Media community.
Along with the website, I will be sending a Google Form inquiring for feedback that asks
specific questions about the user’s familiarity with the tools being taught and what they found
frustrating about the platform, as well as what they felt were strong features.
The intention of the form is to identify whether or not my thesis project is successful in its
goal of proposing a refocused and improved form of interactive education that would address
current problems with the medium and mitigate the effects of those problems.
The form is also helpful in determining what individual features of the project were effective in
achieving this goal and what were detractive from it. Some features from other tutorials remain
somewhat unchanged, such as the step-by-step format of the tutorial. Others, such as the saving
of progress using LocalStorage, I’ve yet to have seen. Testing will give insight into where those
specific pain points are.
The form can be found in the appendices section as appendix B.
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CONCLUSION
Throughout the process of making this thesis project, there were many points of rescoping,
reframing, recontextualization. The more I dug into a particular problem, the more problems
arose. From unfriendly online communities, to lacking pedagogy in tutorials, to poorly
maintained documentation, it seemed that all of these were massive industry issues that would
not only require an immense amount of work to mitigate, but also would require changes to the
culture of computer science education.
This is all to say that while I did identify a large amount of systematic issues in the tools and
platforms available to informal learners of computer science, because of time and capability
constraints, I was only able to attempt to mitigate one of these issues, which was the pedagogy
in web-based programming tutorials.
Bret Victor’s “Learnable Programming” was a big late-game shift in my process. While I was
already moving in that direction, Victor’s article solidified my goal of reframing the way in which
online programming tutorials are utilized. By encouraging learners to follow the development
step-by-step (through LocalStorage check-boxes) in small, detailed chunks and allowing for
scaffolded goals along the way, I was able to show the process of making an application and
solving problems as they arise. This is where I feel my successes lie, in demonstrating and
encouraging independent problem solving and development.
It’s also important to acknowledge the places in which I feel my work was not as successful.
Aside from a few features, my website does not look radically different from other tutorial
websites. In this way, I do feel somewhat disappointed by a feeling that I’ve simply reinvented
the wheel, so-to-speak. Additionally, there are so many more features (embedded code editors
and audio/visual formats, for example) that I would’ve loved to have added and would have
made the project more successful if I had the time and know-how to do so.
Finally, on a personal note, I do feel a certain satisfaction that I’ve grown through this process,
and come out with a more clear view of what I’d like to do. Throughout the development of this
thesis, I’ve come out with a solid takeaway: the world needs more technical writers. For this
reason, I’ve become inspired to do my part and help solve these issue by pursuing a career in
technical writing.
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A1

APPENDIX A - Written Tutorial Prototype

Module 0
Getting your environment set up.

IDE/Text Editor (Pick one):
● VSCode (My preference, used in this tutorial)
● Atom
● Sublime
Node.js:
● Node download
We’re going to want to utilize our command line (called ‘Terminal’ on Mac) to get
our project ﬁles set up. Here is a link to a Terminal Commands Cheat Sheet in case
some commands aren’t memorized. Open up Terminal and ‘cd’ or change the
directory (or folder) to the one you’d like to host our project folder within, like so:
cd /path/to/folder

Next, we’ll make a new folder within that directory using mkdir and then cd into
that folder, like so:
mkdir name
cd name

Then, we’ll use the command npm init to get node prepared. It will ask a few
questions. All of them can be left default/blank, but I’ll suggest a few changes here:
○ Package name (name of the project)
○ Version number (default is ﬁne)
○ Description (add a description if you’d like)

A2

○ Entry point (main javascript ﬁle name, I typically use app.js)
○ Test command (you can leave this blank for our purposes)
○ Git repository (you can leave this blank for our purposes)
○ Keywords (you can leave this blank for our purposes)
○ Author (you!)
○ License (you can read more here: Code Licenses)
At the end, it will show us the information we entered and ask ‘Is this OK?’. We can
hit ‘ENTER’ on your keyboard and the process will ﬁnish

Next, we’ll type the command touch app.js to create our javascript ﬁle.

Now, we have a few node packages to install type in the following commands:
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● npm install express
● npm install pug
● npm install body-parser

Ok, that should be it for the terminal for a little while. We’ll now open up a web
browser and navigate to https://openweathermap.org/api.
Select ‘subscribe’ from the Current Weather Data selection.

Select the free option:
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Create an account:

Once veriﬁed, go to your account and select API keys, you should have one listed.
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Ok, now that we have our keys, we’re ready to start coding!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Module 1
Making the API Call

In VSCode, go to the toolbar on top and select File > Open…, select the folder we
created, and click Open

In the app.js ﬁle, let’s paste in the API key we generated from openweathermap.org:
var ownKey = ''; //paste your API key between the single-quotes
Next, to be able to send HTTP requests to our API, we have to ‘require’ it in our code
like so:
var http = require('http'); //Node package for HTTP messages
Then, we’ll make our function to call the API, which we’ll call getData():
function getData(){
}
Inside getData(), we’ll start out with the ‘options’ for our HTTP request, which will be
the URL for our API call, like so:
function getData(){
var options = { //set the url for the API call
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host: 'api.openweathermap.org',
path: '/data/2.5/weather?q=London&appid=' + ownKey
};
}
After the options declaration, but still inside the getData() function, we’ll make our
HTTP request like so, taking options and a callback function as parameters:
function getData(){
var options = { //set the url for the API call
host: 'api.openweathermap.org',
path: '/data/2.5/weather?q=London&appid=' + ownKey
};
http.request(options, res => {
}).end();
}
Inside the callback function within request, we’ll ﬁrst log the status code for the
HTTP request, to help us identify any issues with the API call. Then, when the
request receives data, it will log the JSON-parsed data:
http.request(options, res => {
console.log(`statusCode: ${res.statusCode}`)
res.on('data', d => {
console.log(JSON.parse(d));
});
}).end();
Then, call the function after it’s closing bracket like so:
getData();
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And now, we’re ﬁnally ready to test! Go to the top toolbar, and select Terminal >
New Terminal

In the terminal that’s just popped on the bottom, we’ll type in node app.js

If everything is done correctly, you should see something that looks like what's
below.

Awesome! We’ve got the weather in London. But… what if we’re not in London?
Let’s take a look at this line:
path: '/data/2.5/weather?q=London&appid=' + ownKey
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So, obviously, you can change the word ‘London’ in that string to Brooklyn, for
example. But it’d be better practice to make that location into a variable, so we’ll be
able to change it easily on the ﬂy later. At the top of our code, let’s add a variable
called ‘location’ and give it a default value of “Brooklyn”:
var location = 'Brooklyn'; //initialize default location
Then, in our getData() function, let’s add a parameter loc and let’s also change the
string to include the location variable like so:
function getData(loc){
var options = { //set the url for the API call
host: 'api.openweathermap.org',
path: '/data/2.5/weather?q=' + loc + '&appid=' + ownKey
Let’s also make sure we’re passing the location in when we call the function:
getData(location);
BREAKPOINT: Now that it should work, let’s try to break it. See if you can ﬁnd some
ways that our code will start to break down. What haven’t we accounted for?
Spaces? Dashes? Accented letters?
SOLUTION: There we go! One small thing to make our lives easier in the future is to
account for cities that have spaces in their names, like New York City. As you may
already know, you cannot include spaces in a URL. Because of this, the API will be
expecting ‘+’ signs instead of spaces. So we’ll change the line to add .replace(‘
‘, ’+’). To go that extra mile, you might also think about looking into RegExp’s to
account for even more situations, like perhaps removing accented and diacritic
letters.
path: '/data/2.5/weather?q=' + loc.replace(' ','+') + '&appid='
+ ownKey
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Great! Now let’s test out changing the default location up at the top to some
diﬀerent cities. Let’s try anchorage, shanghai, and vatican city, or whatever
other cities you like. Make sure all the values change.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Module 2
Parsing through the API data

Now we’ll start preparing for putting the data onto a website. Our ﬁrst step is to
declare some variables up at the top of our code for the information we want to
pick out of that long list of data we’re given from the API. For the purposes of this
tutorial, I’ve decided to go with the weather condition and the temperature. We’ll
also declare an error message variable in case we come across an error:
var weatherData; //declare weather condition variable
var tempData; //declare temperature variable
var errMsg = ''; //declare error message variable
Next, we’ll go back to the on data callback within the HTTP request callback and add
an if/else statement checking whether or not the city has been found. We do this by
checking if the response’s status code is 404, meaning the location was not found,
like so:
res.on('data', d => {
console.log(JSON.parse(d)); //log the API call
if(res.statusCode == 404){ //check if loc exists
} else {
}
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});
After making that if/else statement, we’ll ﬁll it in with what happens if the location is
not found:
if(res.statusCode == 404){ // check if location exists
errMsg = "No location of " + location; //set
error msg
location = ""; //set to nothing
weatherData = ""; //set to nothing
tempData = ""; //set to nothing
}
Then, we’ll ﬁll in the else statement on the condition that there is no 404 status
code. First, we set the data that has been sent by the API to a variable called obj.
Then, we set weatherData equal to obj.weather[0].main, which is where the
weather condition is in the JSON response. After that, we set the tempData equal to
obj.main.temp-273.15 for a Celsius temperature, since it gives Kelvin
temperatures as a default.
BREAKPOINT: See if you can complete that else statement on your own. Also, keep
in mind that not everyone (including myself) uses Celsius temperature units. Try to
see if you can make a Fahrenheit temperature conversion in your code. Maybe
even make a variable that could be changed to switch back and forth between
which unit is displayed.
SOLUTION: Since I’m from the US and we still use the Fahrenheit system, I also
included the calculation to get that number. Finally, we set the error message to an
empty string:
else {
var obj = JSON.parse(d);
weatherData = obj.weather[0].main;
tempData = ((obj.main.temp-273.15)*(9/5) +32).toFixed(2);
errMsg = "";
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}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Module 3
Displaying the data on a website

Okay, now we’re ready to start making the site. Since Node.js is server-side, it
doesn’t play nicely with client-side javascript uses like DOM. Thus, to be able to
easily put the data onto a website, we’ll be using a template engine called pug,
connected to express, a Node.js framework that simpliﬁes routing and setting up
servers.
Let’s start by requiring the necessary npm packages, below where we did so for
http:
var http = require('http'); //Node package for HTTP messages
const express = require('express');
const path = require('path');
const bodyParser = require('body-parser');
Then we’ll initialize express like so:
const app = express(); //initialize express
Using the ﬁle explorer on the right side, let’s create a new folder called ‘views’ and
inside views make a ﬁle called index.pug
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Next, we’ll set the path and template engine for express:
app.set('views', path.join(__dirname, 'views')); //set the path
for express
app.set('view engine', 'pug') //set the template engine to pug
Then, include these lines to help express with the communication between pug and
node:
app.use(bodyParser.urlencoded({ extended: false }));
app.use(bodyParser.json()); //bodyParser initialization
After our getData() function, all the way at the bottom of the code, let’s call
app.get(), with the default page ‘/’ and a callback function the takes (req,res),
or, request and response:
app.get('/', (req,res) => {
});
And inside that callback, let’s pass the API data to our index page:
app.get('/', (req,res) => {
res.render('index', {
location: location,
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weather: weatherData,
temp: tempData,
err: errMsg
})
});
Finally, under all of that, we’ll want to declare what port we want our server hosted
on. We’ll be using port 5000, but I’m also including process.env.PORT, as it will be
useful if you ever want to deploy your app to the web using something like Heroku.
Then, we’ll tell express to listen on that port, and send a message so we know
everything is working properly:
const PORT = process.env.PORT || 5000; //set port
app.listen(PORT, () => console.log(`Server started on port
${PORT}`)); //tell express to listen on set port
Great. Now let’s go to that index.pug ﬁle we created. Pug works a lot like html but
is a lot simpler to write. It relies heavily on indentation for it to understand the
formatting of a website. If an HTML element would be within the start and end tags
of another element, in pug it would be indented after that element and the end of
the indented elements would mark the end of that parent tag. Here is what our
starting template will look like:
doctype html
html
head
title Weather App
body
h1 Weather App
h3 #{location}
p #{weather}
p #{temp}
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Awesome! Now, if we go back to our terminal and run node app.js, then open up
a web browser and go to localhost:5000, we should see something like what you
see below. Try changing the default location in your code, Saving, and then using
CTRL + c to stop the server and node app.js to start it up again.

Breakpoint: Now may be a good time to include some css, if you’d like. We can do
that right in line with pug.
Solution:
head
title Weather App
style.
*{
font-family: 'Courier New', Courier, monospace;
text-align: center;
}
Try out diﬀerent fonts and other style attributes so the app ﬁts your own aesthetic!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Module 4
Adding interactivity

Now that we’ve got the site displaying our API data, we want to add some
interactivity so users of our site can change the location. We’ll be adding an input
ﬁeld where users can enter a new location. Back in our app.js, beneath the
app.get(), let’s call app.post() and pass the same parameters as app.get().
We’ll also put an if statement to check that the user has actually entered something
in the form ﬁeld before pressing submit.
app.post('/', (req,res) => {
if(req.body.location){
}
});
Inside the if statement, we’ll assign location to the location sent in the input ﬁeld of
the website, and then do a try and catch statement to ensure that the location is on
the API. If there is an error, it will indicate that. If not, it will display the new
information.
if(req.body.location){
location = req.body.location;
try{
getData(req.body.location);
errMsg = "";
} catch(err){
errMsg = "No location of " + req.body.location;
location = "";
weatherData = "";
tempData = "";
}
return;
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}
Alright, back to index.pug. We’re going to add our input ﬁeld and button. We’ll also
add in an alert that’ll display an error message if the location does not exist:
body
h1 Weather App
form(method='POST', action='')
label New Location
input.form-control(name='location', type='text')
input.btn(type='submit',value='Submit')
p #{err}
h3 #{location}
Finally, we have an issue here where if we use it right now, you’ll have to manually
refresh to see the changes brought about by your submission. To mitigate this, we’ll
add a small script of our own to this pug ﬁle that will start a (short) delayed refresh
of the page after clicking ‘Submit’. We’ll also have to add an onclick function to the
submit button to do call our function.
body
h1 Weather App
form(method='POST', action='')
label New Location
input.form-control(name='location', type='text')
input.btn(type='submit',value='Submit'
onclick='refresher()')
p #{err}
h3 #{location}
p #{weather}
p #{temp}
script.
function refresher(){
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setTimeout(() => {
window.location.reload()}, 500);
}
And now… Everything should work perfectly!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Module 5
Next Steps

There are a lot of further steps that can be taken here.
Here are some oﬀ the top of my head:
● General beautiﬁcation and stylization
● Displaying diﬀerent information
● Making the weather determine a background color/image
● Making the temperature control some kind of animation
● Letting user select/change their temperature unit
● Sonify the app
Additionally, there are some ways to get involved:
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● Propose a new tutorial
● Write a new tutorial
● Find bugs or better ways to solve problems within the tutorials
● Engage with the community on Discord
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APPENDIX B - Feedback Form

Open A s Academy Feedback
Survey for Lucas White's Thesis. I can take harsh feedback, don't worry.

1.

Email

2.

Can I contact you?
Mark only one oval.
Please don't, I'm a very busy person.
If you really need to.
Feel free!

3.

Experience with HTML & CSS
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Never touched it.

4.

I'm amazing.

Experience with Javascript
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Never touched it.

6

7

8

9

10
I'm amazing.
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5.

Experience with Node.js
Mark only one oval.
2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Never touched it.

6.

I'm amazing.

What would you rate this tutorial?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

really really bad

7.

8

9

10
really really good

What resources have you used for learning programming?
Check all that apply.
YouTube Tutorials
Stack Overflow
Step-by-step Tutorials/Recipes
Documentation
Other:

8.

What did you find helpful and/or successful about this tutorial?
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9.

10.

What did you find unhelpful, unsuccessful, and/or frustrating about this tutorial?

What did you think of the design of the website?
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

God awful

9

10
Incredible, wow!

11.

What would you change about this website/tutorial?

12.

Any other feedback not previously mentioned?

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1CDXf3N1cq4fD9scYedu7dD0GTkL5WIFnPPi9r2m3OFw/edit
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